CANNES
Your Exclusive Health Destination with Recovery Path by France Surgery
FRANCE SURGERY
Come to France for your Healthcare
Have you ever imagined recovering from surgery in an exclusive palace on the Croisette, taking advantage of the French hospitality and “savoir-faire”, while at the same time being taken care of by a professional English-spoken medical team with highly renowned doctors?

With France Surgery, your recovery will be organized in an exclusive 5* hotel à la française in Cannes that will make you forget about traditional recovery centers and allow you to take advantage of the French hospitality and wellness!

France Surgery’s recovery offer is designed to meet all your post-operative needs and includes a wide variety of recovery treatments such as sports injury recovery, post-traumatic, orthopaedic, dietetic/obesity, osteoarthritis/rheumatism, cardiology, check-ups...

A destination like Cannes means luxury and elegance, while France promises the best quality of healthcare! Let us transform your recovery treatment with a pleasant stay for both your mind and body! Discover where to recover with your family. Let us know your needs and we will propose a tailored recovery program just for you!

WELCOME!
CANNES IS YOURS

Authentic sanctuary of prosperity, security, and quality of life, Cannes has truly earned its legendary reputation as a city where life is so wonderful. Splendid surroundings, a luxurious setting, top-quality services, all contribute to make Cannes the ideal destination for your recovery. With a remarkable high number of sunny days each year, its luxury hotels that are authentic wonders of their kind, its excellent restaurants, its sandy beaches and its magnificent bay, Cannes possesses the qualities which are envied by sea resorts and tourist destinations throughout the world.

- At 25 km from the International Airport Nice Côte d’Azur
- A TGV (High Speed Train) railway in the heart of Cannes
- 2 isles facing the bay with 250 hectares of open nature
- 5 harbours and marinas
- 1 thalassotherapy center and many spas
- Eleven 18 wholes golf courses at less than 1 hour from Cannes

THE CANNES TOURIST OFFICE OFFERS YOU:
A boat trip to the Saint-Marguerite Island OR
A tour of the town on the Cinema Tourist Train
The most important Reasons for choosing Recovery Path

Certified medical travel professionals to take care of your stay: France Surgery is certified by the Medical Tourism Association and winner of the “Medical Travel Agency of the Year 2015” awarded by IMTJ.

First Class & A la Carte Services
At France Surgery we are committed to promoting top healthcare services, and we offer direct access to an extended network of international renowned Hospitals, Clinics and Specialists in France.

Medical Excellence
The best quality of healthcare with immediate service.

A unique concept of travel
Combine your recovery program with the allure of the most renowned French palaces in Cannes. Forget about traditional recovery centers and allow yourself to be embraced by the ambiance that the exclusive French hôtellerie affords.

Innovative recovery packages
A wide range of tailored recovery packages, such as sport recovery, post-traumatic, orthopaedic...

Private English spoken conciergerie 7d/7
From the airport to your hotel and during your whole stay, five-star concierge services are on-hand during your whole recovery process.

Highly experienced medical teams
A professional English-spoken medical team to assist you throughout your entire recovery stay.

Certified medical travel professionals to take care of your stay
France Surgery is certified by the Medical Tourism Association, referenced by the U.S. Embassy in France and a member of the Franco-British Chamber of Commerce.

Art de vivre à la française
Let yourself be embraced by French hospitality and benefit from the French quality of life!
Recovery Path
SERVICES +

- Conciergerie privée and personal assistance for touring and shopping, we can organise: tailor-made sightseeing tours, oenology tours, wine tasting, cultural visits, restaurant reservations, French cooking courses, golf, surf...

- Scheduling reviews/consultations

- Pre-travel medical opinion

- Dedicated medical team to assist you during your recovery stay: nurse, cardiologist, dieticians, physiotherapists... depending on your needs

- Medical check-up at your arrival

- Assist patients and their families in getting their Visa

- Transfers from the airport /railway station to the hotel

- Booking hotels

- Search for international medical insurance for patient

- Private nursing on request

- Assistance (door-to-door service)

- Bilingual service

- English medical report
Have you ever considered taking full advantage of your stay in Cannes by having a high-quality health check-up? An unhealthy lifestyle can have an impact on your general health. After 40 - 45, the risks of cardiovascular diseases and cancers increase. Advanced examinations ultimately target these conditions.

CHECK-UP CENTER

Check-Ups
Standard and customized check-ups adapted to each individual’s needs

- Basic medical assessment
- Cardiovascular assessment
- Gynecologic assessment
- Insurance check-up
- Medical examination
- A range of optional consultations and exams to meet specific needs
- English spoken medical team
Our orthopedic rehabilitation involves a coordinated program to help you progress and regain your independence. What better way to benefit from a custom-made recovery program than in a prestigious French hotel?

Our program includes:

- Medical examination
- Daily English-speaking nurse’s visit for post-operative care
- One hour physical activity sessions each day including joint rehabilitation and gym training
- One hour physiotherapy sessions, including: therapeutic massages and/or functional rehabilitation to restore mobility, endurance, strength and range of motion
- Sensory functions and mobility work to aid your return to independence
- Fall prevention; the team shows you different ways to prevent falls
- Individual home exercise program
Cannes. There’s no better destination to learn how to eat healthily and tastily than France and Mediterranean cuisine. Through spa treatments, physical activities and healthy gourmet cuisine, you will learn the art of regenerating your body and mind.

Our program includes:

- 1 consultation with a nutritionist
- Complete nutritional check-up based on tests developed in connection with our specialised teams.
- Workshops on nutritional education
- Practicing physical activities to stimulate vitality
- Strengthening self-image
- Reduction of physical handicap.
- Treatments to drain and energise
- Healthy gourmet cuisine to combine pleasure and balance
- Cookery lessons focussing on healthy cuisine and pastry:

This intense program, based on the training delivered to professionals, will teach you all the keys to a balanced and pleasurable diet.
Indulge the athlete in you and get in shape in the ambiance of an exclusive French hotel!
A program of intensive, personalized physiotherapy and re-mobilization treatments, reserved for athletes - both professional and amateur.
After a Body Age assessment, our experts will work alongside you offering coaching, recovery sessions, seawater treatments and more.

**SPORTS RECOVERY**

Our standard programme includes: **COMPREHENSIVE CARE 6 HOURS PER DAY**

- Body Age Assessment upon your arrival
- The latest physiotherapy techniques Biodex®, Cybex®, radial shock wave therapy, Huber®, Cellu M6®, Cryo6®
- Personalised physical preparation specific to the sport in question
- Proactive prevention of osteo-articular and musculo-tendinous injuries
- A recovery programme veino-lymphatic drainage, relaxation, sauna, team room, etc.
- Nutritional advice
- The medical team a doctor, a physiotherapist and a fitness coach
A Thalasso treatment in one of the most famous French hotels on the French Riviera specially designed to help you fight your joint pain, regain flexibility and the freedom of movement. We propose you a week of wellbeing that will allow you to benefit from daily monitoring and the personalized expertise of a physiotherapist. Learn the right steps to protect your health permanently.

Our program includes:

- Therapeutic massages provided by a physiotherapist
- Localised applications of clay Moutiers
- Hydro massage baths with seaweed
- Hydro massage baths with essential oils
- Jet session under affusion
- Group water aerobics, aqua training, aqua punch, aqua palm in seawater swimming pool heated to 33 °C
- Participation in the Massage workshop to learn how to relieve your pain and of those around you, when you return back home.
- Sessions of rehabilitation or recovery
- Hydrotherapy to help you take advantage of the benefits of sea water.
- Seaweed wraps or marine mud
Algodystrophy usually occurs after a major trauma such as a fracture, dislocation, sprain or even after a cast immobilization. Surgical intervention can also lead to the occurrence of Algodystrophy. If you find yourself in a situation like this, now you have the chance to recover in an exclusive hotel in France!

Our program includes:

- Medical Check-up
- Physical treatments with massages, physiotherapy and hydrotherapy
- Cryotherapy for the warm phase; it reduces the phenomena of hyperthermia
- Paraffin for the cold phase; it reduces the pain and loosens joints
- Massage - has vasomotor and trophic effects
- Passive Physiotherapy to maintain the mobility of the member.
- Manual Drainage and Pressure Therapy
- Analgesic electrotherapy; it reduces pain.
- Hydrotherapy; Aquados sessions in a thalassotherapy pool
During your recovery, a highly experienced team of medical professionals will accompany you all the time: physiotherapists, nurses, and dieticians, all under the supervision of a cardiologist. We propose various activities depending on your stage of mobility and your medical prescription.

Our program includes:

- Medical evaluation to identify your needs and limitations: Plethysmography, Gazometry, ECG, Stress Test, Cardiac Ultrasound, Holter, Telemetry, Nocturnal Ventilatory polygraphy, Radiography.

- Individual program of effort training according to the protocols established by the medical team: Bronchial drainage, Ventilation led, Electrostimulation, Gymnastics, Muscle Building, Monitoring exercise training.

- Therapeutic education program
  Workshops of lifestyle: Hygiene and dietary advice are given under the form of courses by physiotherapists, nurses and dieticians to create a healthy eating plan and to help you understand your condition and, most importantly, how to manage it.

- Others
  Different topics are discussed such as heart disease, appropriate conduct, which behaviour to adapt during the holidays, sports activities and learn to better manage your stress, anger and depression.
Almaviva Santé is a French leading medical group of 22 private surgical establishments, making it the sixth hospital group in France and the leading health player in PACA, including superb facilities in the beautiful Côte d’Azur, based in Cannes, Nice and Grasse.

All major medical and surgical specialties are practiced in our facilities, including: orthopaedic surgery, ophthalmology, cardiology, coeliosurgery, urology, vascular surgery, ENT and plastic surgery.

You can be sure that you will be looked after by highly trained professional staff who understand the needs and comfort of the patient, ensuring a stay that is as stress-free as possible. All the clinics are as clean as you’d expect from one of the world’s leading countries in healthcare and many of the rooms have beautiful views, especially in Cannes where over 50% of the rooms have a sea view, transforming your experience of what a stay in hospital is like.

All our clinics are consistently invested in to make sure that state-of-the-art equipment is available to give the doctors the very best information and also ensure that you have access to many of the latest surgical procedures.

If you are looking for the very best medical care in an excellent recovery environment with sun 90% of the year, Almaviva Santé facilities could be the ideal place for your procedure.

SURGICAL SPECIALTIES
- Medical and surgical ophthalmology [No. 1 in the Maritime Alps]
- Orthopaedic surgery : Hip&knee, Spine, shoulder, foot and Hand Surgery [No. 1 in the Maritime Alps]
- Coeliosurgery, diagnostic and interventional gastroenterology, abdominal surgery
- ENT surgery
- Plastic surgery
- Urology

QUALITY INDICATORS
- Nosocomial Infection prevention Commitee - Class A
- Haute Autorité de Santé
- ISQUA
HOTELS SELECTION
The best places to get better...

Discover where to recover with your family.
All of our accommodation partners afford
five star concierge services.
RADISSON BLU

Check-up / Orthopaedic rehabilitation / Post-traumatic & Algodystrophy / Rheumatism & Osteoarthritis recovery.

Nestled in front of the harbour of Cannes, 5 minutes walking away from La Croisette and the famous shopping area, the Radisson Blu Hotel, Thalasso & Spa offers 133 guest rooms, most of them with sea view and private terrace overlooking the Mediterranean Sea and the Lerins Islands. Ideal for longer stays, our 16 Suites boast a separate living room as well as a large bathroom with both a bath and a shower. Indulge in Mediterranean specialities at one of our restaurants, Le 360 & Panoramic Rooftop Terrace or Restaurant Le Bio, specialised in a cuisine designed to restore nutrients and eliminate toxins.

LES THERMES MARINS DE CANNES

The exquisite Les Thermes Marins de Cannes offers a peaceful escape where you can soothe your mind and body. Enjoy an urban oasis spanning over 2,700 square meters, the biggest spa in Cannes, with the indoor & outdoor heated seawater swimming pool, Turkish bath, sauna or sea view Jacuzzi. Enhance well-being with a myriad of treatments that restore tired tissues by harnessing the power of algae and sea salt. Settle into a plush chair at the rooftop terrace, treat yourself to a massage at the lavish spa or enjoy a leisurely stroll along the private beach.
Imagine an apartment with luxury hospitality services located two steps away from La Croisette... Here is the concept of Villa Garbo.

Behind its façade dating back 1884, Villa Garbo offers its guests a small world of authentic luxury in an elegant, contemporary and convivial setting. The 11 apartments – suites make up an intimate cocoon of technology and design.

Exclusive concept of luxury Hotel Residence in Cannes, Villa Garbo has become a major charm getaway ... whether as a couple, family or for business!

Located a few steps away from the famous Croisette and the luxurious shops in rue d’Antibes, Le Cavendish 4* hotel in Cannes offers an intimate getaway in a refined and cozy setting.

Belle Epoque façade, lift dating back from 1920, stairs in marble of Carrare, genuine wood floors combine elegantly with a charming decoration for a definitely intimate stay. With the exclusive upscale service of luxury hospitality, Le Cavendish – boutique hotel in Cannes – and its 34 rooms has become one of a kind place to stay. Whether in couple, family or for business ... enjoy Cannes differently.
CLARION SUITES CANNES CROISETTE

Ideally located 100 m from the Croisette with its sandy beaches, and 100 meters from rue d’Antibes, the Clarion Suites Cannes Croisette**** welcomes you in one of its 114 luxury rooms and suites. You will enjoy the many services proposed, including a heated swimming pool, a hammam and massages.

INTERCONTINENTAL CARLTON

The InterContinental Carlton hotel is part of the InterContinental Heritage Collection and the historical hotel of Cannes. Situated right in the heart of La Croisette and the city centre, overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, the InterContinental Carlton Cannes is a true landmark, more than a hotel, an original way of life and decidedly linked to the skyline and city of Cannes. The hotel features 343 beautifully appointed rooms and suites (9 of which are superb suites on the top floor, offering breath taking views over the Mediterranean Sea), 2 restaurants (Beach restaurant seasonal), a bar with a terrace, a private beach, and a fitness and beauty centre. Thanks to a fully dedicated staff, the InterContinental Carlton Cannes combines daily refined service and well-being.
Ideally located between the seafront and the main shopping area with all the prestigious boutiques in Cannes, Hôtel Barrière Le Gray d’Albion Cannes is a genuine heaven just off the busy Croisette.

Updated and renovated in 2015, this elegant hotel specialises in hospitality with 200 rooms and suites where you will be pampered by our staff. The Hôtel is just like Cannes: bright in the daytime and sparkling at night.

Try out the sun-packed cuisine at the restaurant: enjoy Mediterranean specialties at the restaurant on the hotel’s private beach by La Croisette. The “Jane’s Bar” is an ideal spot to meet up with friends or business associates at any time of the day.

“"Ici, tout n’est qu’ordre et beauté, luxe, calme et volupté”

Our property, where peace comes in contrast with the bustle of the city, provides stylish accommodations and services.

Take pleasure from the panoramic rooftop terrace and its pool, benefit a peaceful escape at the “SPA Marylin” where you can soothe your mind and body and enhance your well-being with a myriad of Carita or Decléor treatments for your personal care. Our entire staff looks forward to welcoming you and is delighted to take even more than good care of you.

Best Western CANNES RIVIERA & SPA: the perfect location to enjoy a special time on the French Riviera and to experience all its assets.
Located right next to the Croisette and beaches in the city center, the Croisette Beach, 4 stars, has an exclusive and ideal location in Cannes.

Our 94 rooms and many services (swimming pool, private beach and garden, lounge, bar, free Wi-Fi and indoor garage) are ideal for a pleasant stay in a modern atmosphere in the heart of Cannes.

Peace and well-being are key words which best describe the rooms at the Croisette Beach Hotel. Each room is entirely soundproofed and air conditioned. Most rooms have a balcony with a partial sea view or a garden view. Come and relax on our private beach located 150 m away from the hotel. Make yourself comfortable in our deckchairs, hidden from public view, and sip one of our home-made cocktails, looking out onto the Lérins islands and taste the Mediterranean flavors of our Croisette Beach restaurant.
#cannesisyours

www.cannes-destination.com

For all reservation, please send a message to our International Patient Service
email: contact@france-surgery.com
or Phone: +33 953 02 03 09